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Abstract—In this paper, we present a numerical model to study counter pulse propagation in semiconductor optical amplifiers. An improved finite-difference beam propagation method for solving the modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation is applied for the first time in the counterpropagation regime. In our model, group velocity dispersion, two-photon absorption, ultrafast nonlinear refraction, and the change in the gain peak wavelength with carrier density are included, which have not been considered simultaneously in previous counterpropagation models. The model is applied to demonstrate how a subpicosecond and picosecond probe pulse shape and spectrum can be modified by a counterpropagating pump pulse. Based on the results obtained by this model, while subpicosecond probe pulses can be compressed by this scheme, their time-bandwidth product are also improved significantly. Furthermore, the effects of several parameters are analyzed to obtain the proper probe spectral peak shift using counterpropagating probe pulses. The accuracy and computational efficiency of the new scheme are assessed through numerical examples and are shown to be superior to previously published approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-high-speed optical communication systems require all-optical signal processing schemes such as wavelength converters, all-optical modulators, demultiplexers, and 3R regenerators. These schemes are based on nonlinear effects with very fast dynamics in fiber or in semiconductor devices. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are a promising choice for their significant characteristics such as optical gain, low input power requirement, small size, capability of large-scale integration, and short response time. The theoretical investigation of ultrashort-pulse propagation in SOA is of fundamental importance for understanding of carrier dynamics and the nonlinear effects that determine pulse shaping and four-wave mixing (FWM) between short pulses [1].

Two main categories of SOA dynamic models can be distinguished: time- and frequency-domain models. Copropagation time-domain models can normally be solved easily using a single marching algorithm because the waves propagate only in one direction [2]. Counterpropagation time-domain models are significantly more complicated and consequently require more advanced numerical techniques to solve. Such techniques require significantly more computation time [3]. Furthermore, two boundary conditions at both ends of the SOA must be satisfied.

Counterpropagation modeling of the SOA plays an essential role in modeling systems such as terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexers [4], optical logic gates [5], [6], mode-locked lasers [7], and wavelength converters [8], [9]. Furthermore, using the SOA in counterpropagation configuration shows a faster gain recovery, that is necessary in all-optical high bit-rate applications [10], and also improves the output extinction ratio in all-optical switching applications [11]. Moreover, this type of configuration brings about an increase in the capacity of the optical link in counterpropagation FWM applications [12].

The relevant effects that have to be considered in picosecond pulse amplification in an SOA model are interband (slow) gain dynamics [13], interband refractive index dynamics [14], carrier heating (CH) and spectral hole burning (SHB) [15], [16], two-photon absorption (TPA), ultrafast nonlinear refraction (UNR) [17]–[19], gain dispersion [20], gain peak shift with carrier density [21], [22], and group velocity dispersion (GVD) [23]. One should account for these effects to have a comprehensive reliable model in order to determine and understand the SOA high-speed dynamics, especially in terms of response times and optimizing SOA parameters for all-optical signal processing applications.

Different models have been used for the analysis of counterpropagation in SOAs. The multisec- tion method [3], [24] and transfer-matrix method [21] model SOAs are using frequency domain techniques. These methods are not accurate in the picosecond regime. This is because they do not include TPA and UNR. Several time-domain models are based on the density matrix method [12], [25]. In these models, GVD and carrier dependency of the gain peak wavelength are neglected, which leads to large error in predicting the FWM pulse resulting from mixing
between pulses with large detuning. Recently in [26], a new analysis method of counterpropagating optical pulses in SOA has been proposed. This time-domain model does not consider important nonlinear effects including SHB, CH, TPA, and gain dispersion, so it can not be reliable for modeling picosecond and subpicosecond counterpropagating pulses in SOAs.

The beam propagation method (BPM) is the most widely used method for the study of light propagation in waveguides devices [27]–[29]. It uses a spectral propagation algorithm to propagate an arbitrary incident beam through a medium of slowly varying refractive index. This method has already been used for the simulation of optical pulse propagation in SOAs [23].

In this paper, we use for the first time an improved finite-difference BPM (IFDBPM), to model the temporal and spectral properties of copropagating and counterpropagating picosecond optical pulses with different wavelengths, which are injected into an SOA. This time evolution method is basically simple, efficient, and powerful especially when applied to model counter pulse propagation.

The analysis is based on a modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNLSE) considering GVD, interband gain dynamics, interband refractive index dynamics, TPA, UNR, CH, SHB, their dispersions, and gain dispersion in an SOA. We also consider the gain peak shift with carrier density. Based on this model, we study the effects of counterpropagating pump pulse on probe pulse shape and spectrum in subpicosecond regime, which to our knowledge has not been reported before.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce our modeling scheme based on an IFDBPM. In Section III, we show simulation results for different scenarios, showing the effects of SOA dynamic gain on picosecond single- and multiple-pulse amplification in both copropagating and counterpropagating regimes. We also model the FWM pulse resulting from copropagating pump and probe pulses. The effects of counterpropagating pump pulse on subpicosecond probe pulse shape and spectrum are also investigated. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL

The forward and backward propagating optical fields with complex amplitude $A^\pm(z,t)$ for counterpropagation scheme are determined from the solution to the MNLSE given by [18]

$$\begin{align*}
\left[\frac{\partial}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{\nu_g} \frac{\partial}{\partial t}\right] A^\pm(z,t) &= i \frac{\beta_2}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{g_{\text{NL}}(t)}{f_T(t)} \right) + i \frac{\Delta g(t,\omega)}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega^2} A^\pm(z,t) \\
&= \left[ i \frac{\beta_2}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{g_{\text{NL}}(t)}{f_T(t)} \right) + i \frac{\Delta g(t,\omega)}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega^2} \right] A^\pm(z,t)
\end{align*}$$

(1)

where

$$g_{\text{NL}}(t) = g_0 \exp \left(-\frac{1}{E_{\text{sat}}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} U(s) e^{-s/\tau_{CH}} I(z,t) ds\right)$$

(2)

The slowly varying envelope approximation is used in (1), where the temporal variation change of the complex envelope function is very slow compared with the cycle of an optical field. In (1), $A^+(z,t), A^-(z,t)$ are the forward and backward time-domain complex envelope functions of an optical pulse, $I(z,t)$ is the photon density given by $I(z,t) = |A^+(z,t)|^2 + |A^-(z,t)|^2$ and $I^+(z,t) = |A^+(z,t)|^2 + |A^-(z,t)|^2$, $\beta_2$ is the GVD coefficient, and $\nu_g$ is the group velocity at transparency. $\gamma$ is the linear loss, $b_2(\omega) = \frac{\nu_g}{\Delta \omega T}/2$ is the instantaneous self-phase modulation term due to the UNR, $\alpha_2$ is the Kerr coefficient, $\omega_0$ is the center angular frequency of the pulse, $c$ is the velocity of light in vacuum, $A_c(= \omega_0 T/\gamma)$ is the effective area ($\omega$ and $\Delta \omega$ are the thickness and width of the active region, respectively, and $\Gamma$ is the confinement factor). $g_{\text{NL}}(t)$ is the saturated gain due to carrier depletion [16]. $g_0$ is the linear gain, $E_{\text{sat}}$ is the saturation energy, $\tau_{CH}$ is the carrier lifetime, $f_T(t)$ is the SHB function [17], $P_{\text{SHB}}$ is the SHB saturation power, $\tau_{\text{SHB}}$ is the SHB relaxation time, and $\alpha_{\text{NL}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{CT}}$ are the linewidth enhancement factors associated with the gain change due to carrier depletion and CH. $\Delta g(t,\omega)$ is the resulting gain change due to the CH and TPA, $U(s)$ is the unit step function, $\tau_{\text{CH}}$ is the CH relaxation time. $\gamma_{\text{TPA}}, h_1$, and $h_2$ are phenomenological constants including the strength of TPA, the contribution of stimulated emission and free carrier absorption to CH included gain reduction and the contribution of TPA, respectively. Finally, $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the slope and the curvature of the linear gain at $\omega_0$, respectively, while $B_1$ and $B_2$ are constants describing changes in these quantities with saturation [18]. Fig. 1 shows the gain spectra given by second-order Taylor expansion about the pulse center angular frequency ($\omega_0$) for AlGaAs/GaAs bulk SOA. $A_1$, $A_2$, $B_1$, and $B_2$ are used from [30]. The dependency of gain peak on carrier density can be obtained, which agrees well with experimental results [30].

The most straightforward approach to solve coupled nonlinear partial differential equations such as (1) is to approximate each derivative in time and space using a finite difference. Zhang et al. [31] and Adachiha et al. [32] have used such a method to study laser dynamics in the nanosecond range. For picosecond pulse propagation problems, however, such a double differentiation approach is not appropriate for several reasons.
the computational effort required for the fine division in space and time, it can be an unstable method [33]. Recently, Chi et al. [26] has used the first-order forward finite difference (FDM) for solving coupled basic pulse propagation equations in the counterpropagating regime. In this method, however, if some nonlinear terms of the MNLSE such as gain dispersion and GVD are included, the finite-difference approach cannot be used to solve the resulting modified equation. Furthermore, if the frequency dependency of the propagated pulse is included in the basic pulse propagation equations, they cannot be solved using the FDM. Consequently, Chi’s model neglects frequency dependency and is therefore unable to investigate FWM phenomenon.

Different methods have been proposed for solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation in the copropagating regime. These methods include the split-step Fourier transform method (SSFM) [34] and FDBPM [23]. The presence of first- and second-order gain dispersion in the MNLSE makes it impossible to separate the linear and nonlinear terms in (1). As the implementation of SSFM requires such a separation, it is not possible to solve (1) using this method.

For solving nonlinear propagation equations such as the MNLSE for counterpropagating pulses, we used a trapezoidal integration and central difference technique. Using this method, a set of MNLSE in the counterpropagation regime can be solved with high precision in just a few seconds on a desktop computer.

To solve (1), we introduce two space-time variables \( u^+ \) and \( u^- \) defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{u^+}{(T + z)/2} & = u^+ \\
\frac{u^-}{(T - z)/2} & = u^-
\end{align*}
\]

(8a)

The inverse relations are

\[
\begin{align*}
z & = u^+ - u^- \\
T & = u^+ + u^-
\end{align*}
\]

(8b)

where \( T = \nu_g \mu (\mu) \). If the time derivative on the right-hand side of (1) is replaced by central difference approximation and (8a) is applied, the equivalent equation in coordinates \((u^+, u^-)\) is obtained

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial u^\pm} A^\pm(u^+, u^-) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\nu_g^2}{2 \Delta^2} \beta_2 - i \frac{\nu_g}{4 \Delta} \frac{\partial^2 g}{\partial \omega^2} \bigg|_{\omega_0} - \frac{\nu_g^2}{4 \Delta^2} \frac{\partial^2 g}{\partial \omega^2} \bigg|_{\omega_0} \\
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
\times A^\pm(u^+ - \Delta/2, u^- - \Delta/2)
\]

\[
- \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\nu_g^2}{2 \Delta^2} \beta_2 + \frac{\gamma}{2} + i \frac{\nu_g}{4 \Delta} \frac{\partial g}{\partial \omega} \bigg|_{\omega_0} - \frac{\nu_g^2}{4 \Delta^2} \frac{\partial^2 g}{\partial \omega^2} \bigg|_{\omega_0} \\
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
+ \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\nu_g^2}{2 \Delta^2} \beta_2 + i \frac{\nu_g}{4 \Delta} \frac{\partial g}{\partial \omega} \bigg|_{\omega_0} - \frac{\nu_g^2}{4 \Delta^2} \frac{\partial^2 g}{\partial \omega^2} \bigg|_{\omega_0} \\
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
\times A^\pm(u^+ + \Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2)
\]

(9)

where \( \Delta \) is the step size defined as \( L/M \), where \( L \) is the SOA length and \( M \) is number of section. Based on this new definition, the forward- and backward-propagating fields at each step are related to adjacent steps.

The solution of ([2]–[7]) and (9), requires the use of numerical techniques. High-order methods such as the Runge–Kutta approach [33], [35] and first-order FDM [26] have been proposed to solve such equations. As the right-hand side of (9) is not constant, the Runge–Kutta method is not a proper choice. Furthermore, convergence does not occur if the FDM is used to solve (9).

We use trapezoidal integration for solving (9). If we integrate (9) over \( u^+ \) and \( u^- \), respectively, with a small propagation step \( \Delta \), two tridiagonal simultaneous matrices are obtained.

\[
\begin{align*}
&- a^+(u^+ + \Delta, u^-) \times A^+(u^+ + \Delta/2, u^- - \Delta/2) + [1 - b^+(u^+ + \Delta, u^-)] \times A^+(u^+ + \Delta, u^-) \\
&- c^+(u^+ + \Delta, u^-) \times A^+(u^+ + 3\Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2) \\
&= - a^+(u^+, u^-) \times A^+(u^- - \Delta/2, u^- - \Delta/2) + [1 - b^+(u^+, u^-)] \times (u^+ + \Delta, u^-) \\
&- c^+(u^+, u^-) \times A^+(u^+ + \Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2) \\
&- a^-(u^+, u^- + \Delta) \times A^-(u^+ - \Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2) + [1 - b^-(u^+, u^- + \Delta)] \times A^-(u^+ + \Delta, u^- + \Delta) \\
&- c^-(u^+, u^- + \Delta) \times A^-(u^+ + 3\Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2) \\
&= - a^-(u^+, u^-) \times A^-(u^- + \Delta/2, u^- - \Delta/2) + [1 - b^-(u^+, u^-)] \times A^-(u^+ + \Delta, u^-) \\
&- c^-(u^+, u^-) \times A^-(u^+ + \Delta/2, u^- + \Delta/2). \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

The relationship between the new coordinates \((u^+, u^-)\) and original coordinates \((z, T)\) are shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted based on (8) that the step size in both \((u^+, u^-)\) and \((z, T)\) coordinates is \( \Delta \). For simplicity, two integers \((m, N)\) are used.
instead of \((z, T)\) in the following equations so that \(A(m, N)\) signifies \(A(z = m\Delta, T = N\Delta)\).

To find the state of the system at each point, the state of eight adjacent points must be known as shown in Fig. 2.

Based on this new description (10) and (11) become

\[
\begin{align*}
-a^+(m+1, N+1) &\times A^+(m+1, N) \\
+ &\left[1 - b^+(m+1, N+1)\right] \times A^+(m+1, N+1) \\
- c^+(m+1, N+1) &\times A^+(m+1, N+2) \\
= & a^+(m, N) \times A^+(m, N-1) \\
- c^+(m, N) &\times A^+(m, N+1) \\
- c^+(m, N) &\times A^+(m+2, N+2) \\
- c^+(m, N) &\times A^+(m+2, N+3) \\
\end{align*}
\]  
(12)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
a^+(m, N) &= \frac{\Delta}{2} \left[ \frac{\hat{\nu}^2}{2\Delta^2} \hat{g} + \hat{\nu} \frac{\partial g(N, \omega)}{\partial \omega} \right]_{\omega_0} \\
&- \frac{\nu^2}{4\Delta^2} \frac{\partial^2 g(N, \omega)}{\partial \omega^2} \right]_{\omega_0} \\
&+ \frac{1}{2} \Delta g_{fr}(N, \omega_0) \left[ 1 + \hat{i} \Delta T \right] \\
&- \frac{1}{2} g_{N}(N, \omega_0) \left[ \frac{1}{fr(N)} + \hat{i} \Delta N \right]\end{align*}
\]  
(14)

\[
\begin{align*}
b^+(m, N) &= \frac{\Delta}{2} \left[ \frac{\hat{\nu}^2}{2\Delta^2} \hat{g} + \hat{\nu} \frac{\partial g(N, \omega)}{\partial \omega} \right]_{\omega_0} \\
&- \frac{\nu^2}{4\Delta^2} \frac{\partial^2 g(N, \omega)}{\partial \omega^2} \right]_{\omega_0} \\
&+ \frac{1}{2} \Delta g_{fr}(N, \omega_0) \left[ 1 + \hat{i} \Delta T \right] \\
&- \frac{1}{2} g_{N}(N, \omega_0) \left[ \frac{1}{fr(N)} + \hat{i} \Delta N \right]\end{align*}
\]  
(15)

It is not possible to directly calculate (12) and (13) because it is necessary to calculate the left-side terms \(a^2(m+1, N+1)\), \(b^2(m+1, N+1)\), and \(c^2(m+1, N+1)\) of (12), (13) from the unknown \(A^2(m+1, N)\), \(A^2(m+1, N+1)\), and \(A^2(m+1, N+2)\). We initially define \(a^+\) \((m+1, N+1) = a^+\) \((m, N)\), \(b^+\) \((m+1, N+1) = b^+\) \((m, N)\), and \(c^+\) \((m+1, N+1) = c^+\) \((m, N)\) for the forward-propagating field and \(b^-\) \((m+1, N+1) = b^-\) \((m, N+1)\), \(b^-\) \((m+1, N+1) = b^-\) \((m, N+2)\), and \(c^-\) \((m+1, N+1) = c^-\) \((m, N+2)\) for the backward-propagating field. With this estimation and using iteration procedure, the accurate results are obtained. A flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

In this paper, we compare several simulations using different step sizes. It is found that good convergence with \(M = 128\) can be achieved if the input pulsewidth is more than 10 ps but as the pulsewidth decreases to subpicosecond, \(M\) must be increased (e.g. for 500 fs input pulsewidth, \(M = 384\)).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To verify the precision of our method, the IFDBPM procedure was applied to some well-known SOA configurations.

A. Copropagation Simulation

The first case is the SOA model given by [13]. This analytical model is valid for pulses with pulsewidths > 10 ps. In the model, the SPM phenomenon is the only nonlinear effect included in the propagation equation. To verify our model via comparison to the basic model, we set \(\tau_m = 0\), \(\Delta T = 0\), \(\beta_2 = 0\), \(\gamma_p = 0\), \(\gamma = 0\), \(\partial g/\partial \omega = 0\), and \(\partial^2 g/\partial \omega^2 = 0\). Other parameters are: \(\alpha_N = 5\), \(\tau_g = 4\) and \(E_{in}/E_{sat} = 0.1\), where \(E_{in}\) is the energy of the unchirped Gaussian input pulse, with pulsewidth (full-width at half-maximum) \(T_{FWHM} = 20\) ps. \(g_{0}L = 6.9\), which correspond to an unsaturated single pass gain \((G_0)\) of 30 dB. The standard deviation between our simulation using \(M = 128\) and Agrawal’s analytical solution [13] is approximately 4%. Our simulation was also compared to Chi’s model [26] with \(M = 128\). As Fig. 4 shows, with \(M = 128\) Chi’s model is significantly different from Agrawal’s solution. Chi’s model requires \(M = 1024\) to achieve an accuracy within 15% of Agrawal’s model, which leads to very large computation time and memory compared with our model. Notice that the leading-edge sharpening of these amplified pulses originates from the gain saturation effect, which results in an apparently faster pulse peak transmission.

To show the applicability of our model in the subpicosecond regime, the model is compared with experimental results. The input pulse \((T_{FWHM} = 420\) fs) used in the simulations is a synthesized pulse having the same temporal and spectral shape (spectral width = 1.26 THz) as the experimental input pulse in [18]. Fig. 5 shows the simulated output pulse temporal profile and spectrum from the SOA, which are in very good agreement with the experimental results in [18]. In our simulation we used
Fig. 3. Counterpropagation IFDBPM algorithm, \( n \) is the final time iteration step.

Fig. 4. Normalized output pulse shapes for three different methods of calculations.

\( M = 384 \). These results are completely different from those predicted by Agrawal’s model as shown in Fig. 5, because self-phase modulation is the only nonlinear process that is included in that model.

Next, we compare our model with Das’s model [23] in which FWM between two copropagating pulses in an SOA was investigated. The input pulse complex amplitude can be written as

\[
A(t) = A_p(t) + A_q(t)\exp(-i\Delta \omega t)
\]

(17)

where \( A_p(t) \) and \( A_q(t) \) are the complex envelope functions of the input pump and probe pulses, and \( \Delta \omega \) is the pump–probe detuning expressed as \( \Delta \omega = 2\pi (f_{\text{pump}} - f_{\text{probe}}) \). The model parameters are listed in Table I [30].

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results when two input optical pulses with a pulsewidth of 10 ps propagate in an SOA. The input pulse shapes are sech\(^2 \) and are Fourier transform limited. The input energy of the pump and probe pulse are 2 pJ and 0.2 pJ, respectively. The pump–probe detuning is 1 THz. Fig. 6(a) shows the total output pulse power. A beat is observed in the
pulse shape, whose beat frequency depends on the detuning. Fig 6(b) shows the frequency spectrum of the total output pulse. In the output spectrum, both the pump and the probe peak wavelengths are redshifted. Moreover, some oscillatory structures are observed on the high frequency side of the amplified pump and probe pulses and FWM signal. These are attributed to the self-phase modulation effect by the change of the refractive index due to the gain saturation [13]. The output pump, probe, and FWM pulses are obtained by filtering the output pulse spectrum and taking the inverse Fourier transform. Fig. 7 shows the output waveforms of the pump, probe pulses, and the FWM signal pulse. Our results are in excellent agreement with Das’s model results in [23].

B. Counterpropagation Simulations

The next case is to demonstrate the power of our method in counterpropagation configurations such as the system shown in [36]. In this work, the effect of the dynamic gain saturation on counterpropagating pulses in an SOA is investigated. This effect is studied by injecting two 14 ps (FWHM) counterpropagating, unchirped Gaussian pulses into the SOA. The pump pulse is delayed by 2 ps relative to the probe pulse, measured by the arrival time of the pulse peaks at their respective inputs. The energy of the input pulses is equal to $E_{\text{sat}}/20$. Other SOA parameters are $\alpha_N = 5$, $L = 500 \, \mu m$ and $\tau_s = 0.1 \, ns$. Fig. 8 shows the probe pulse shapes and spectrums for unsaturated gains ($G_0$) of 20 dB and 30 dB. In our simulation $M = 128$. While, the results are in good agreement with those presented in [36], our algorithm is more computationally efficient. Self-phase modulation is the only nonlinear effect considered in [36]; however, the effects of other nonlinearities shown in (1) can not be neglected if the input pulsewidth is decreased to few picoseconds. To show the importance of these effects, we introduce the compression factor percentage (CFP) as

$$\text{CFP} = \frac{\text{Output probe pulsewidth} - \text{Input probe pulsewidth}}{\text{Input probe pulsewidth}} \times 100.$$  

The effects of nonlinearities such as TPA, CH, SHB, Kerr effects, and gain dispersion on the probe pulsewidth are shown in Fig. 9. The parameters are used from Table I. As the input probe pulsewidth become shorter the output probe pulsewidth becomes wider and the effects of nonlinearities become more noticeable.

Nonlinear effects become more important in the subpicosecond regime. The effect of nonlinearities on the output pump and probe pulse shape is shown in Fig. 10, where the pump and probe pulsewidths are 500 fs and their energies are 0.1 pJ. The input pulse shapes are $\text{sech}^2$ and are Fourier transform limited. The pump pulse is injected 2 ps before the probe pulse. The unsaturated gain is 20 dB. As shown in Fig. 10, both output pulses are broadened due to the nonlinearities. The effect of nonlinearities on the output probe chirp is shown in Fig. 11. SHB and CH phenomena, unlike SPM, impose a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>500 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>Effective area</td>
<td>5 $\mu m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>Center frequency of the pulse</td>
<td>349 THz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_0$</td>
<td>Linear gain</td>
<td>92 $cm^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>Group velocity dispersion</td>
<td>0.05 $ps^2/cm^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{sat}}$</td>
<td>Saturation energy</td>
<td>80 pJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_N$</td>
<td>Linewidth enhancement factor due to the carrier depletion</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_T$</td>
<td>Linewidth enhancement factor due to the carrier heating</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1$</td>
<td>The contribution of stimulated emission and free carrier absorption to the carrier heating gain reduction</td>
<td>0.13 $cm^{-4}pJ^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_2$</td>
<td>The contribution of two photon absorption</td>
<td>126 $fs^{-1}pJ^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_\tau$</td>
<td>Carrier lifetime</td>
<td>200 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{CH}}$</td>
<td>Carrier heating relaxation time</td>
<td>700 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{SH}}$</td>
<td>Spectral–hole burning relaxation time</td>
<td>60 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{SH}}$</td>
<td>Spectral–hole burning relaxation power</td>
<td>28.3 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Linear loss</td>
<td>11.5 $cm^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_2$</td>
<td>Instantaneous nonlinear Kerr effect</td>
<td>-0.70 $cm^2TW^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_p$</td>
<td>Two photon absorption coefficient</td>
<td>1.1 $cm^{-4}W^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>Parameters describing second order Taylor</td>
<td>0.15 $fs^{-1}\mu m^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>Expansion of the dynamically gain spectrum</td>
<td>-80 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1$</td>
<td>Compression factor percentage (CFP)</td>
<td>-60 $fs^2\mu m^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_2$</td>
<td>Expansion of the dynamically gain spectrum</td>
<td>0 $fs^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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positive chirp on the propagated pulse as shown in Fig. 11. In subpicosecond regime, SHB in particular significantly affects the amplified pulse shapes.

Fig. 12 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the dynamic gain, when all nonlinear effects are included and when only SPM is taken into account. In Fig. 12(a), all the nonlinear effects are considered. For subpicosecond pulses, the collision between pump and probe pulses leads to a dip shape reduction in the spatio-temporal gain profile. In addition the recovery time of dynamic gain is primarily due to the SHB, time constant. It shows a considerable dip on output amplified pump and probe pulse at both ends of SOA waveguide. In contrast, in Fig. 12(b), where only SPM is considered, the recovery time is due to the relatively much longer carrier lifetime.

The effect of GVD on short-pulse propagation is shown in Fig. 13. To see the effect of GVD, the probe pulse energy should be low enough such that all other nonlinear effects are negligible. Therefore, input pulse energies are set to 1 fJ. The pump and probe pulses are injected at the same time. The input pulsewidths are 500 fs. For subpicosecond pulse propagation,
GVD plays an important role in how copropagating and counterpropagating pulses interact. Fig. 13(a) shows the probe peak shift as a function of SOA length and detuning. The pulse peak shift is defined as the variation of the output pulse peak position from its input peak position in time domain. For typical SOA lengths this peak shift is of the order of 10 s of fs. Fig. 13(b) shows the pump peak shift as a function of SOA length and detuning in the case where the pump power is high enough to induce nonlinear effects in addition to intrinsic GVD. The peak shifts are typically in the range of 100–200 fs, so a comparison between Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the GVD effect cannot be neglected especially for short pulses and for wide detuning.

The relative time delay between the injected pulses into an SOA can also significantly affect the amplified pulses in both the copropagation and counterpropagation schemes. Picosecond optical pulse compression of a probe pulse utilizing a copropagating pump pulse in an SOA was modeled in [37], where the GVD phenomena and effects of carrier depletion due to probe pulse are neglected. These approximations are inadequate in the subpicosecond regime where the GVD effect becomes important (Fig. 13) and when the pump and probe power become comparable (Fig. 8). In this paper, the change in the amplified probe pulse properties with different time delays between picosecond probe and the pump pulses in the counterpropagation scheme is investigated. The parameters used for this simulation are listed in Table I. The input probe pulse is an unchirped Gaussian pulse with 14 ps pulsewidth. The powers of the probe and pump pulse are 0.05 pJ and 8 pJ, respectively, and the unsaturated gain is 30 dB. A comparison between copropagation and counterpropagation when both input pulses are injected simultaneously into an SOA is shown in Fig. 14. This figure shows that better pulse compression can be achieved in the counterpropagation scheme for input pump pulsewidths larger than 11 ps. Beside this in the counterpropagation scheme, the output probe is always amplified more in comparison to the copropagation scheme. The amplification factor is defined as the ratio of output probe pulse energy to input probe pulse energy. To compare the pulse compression and amplification characteristics of the copropagation and counterpropagation schemes care must be taken on parameters, such as the pump peak power and pulsewidth. The location where gain saturation becomes significant in an SOA waveguide is related to the pump pulse parameters. In the short pump pulse regime, for a given input pump pulse energy, this location is close to pump injection facet, and penetrates further into the SOA as the pump pulsewidth increases. Therefore, for short pulses, when both the pump and probe pulses are injected from the same facet, the overlap between the saturated media and the probe pulse is greater than the situation that pump and
probe are injected from the opposite facets. So in this case, although better pulse compression can be achieved using the copropagation scheme, the probe can be amplified more in the counterpropagation scheme due to lower gain saturation effects. As the input pump pulsewidth increases, the overlap between the gain saturated region and the probe pulse decreases, and consequently, we have lower pulse compression effect for both schemes. But, as the pump pulsewidth increases better pulse compression and amplification can be achieved using the counterpropagation scheme compared to the copropagation scheme. It is because in this scheme, trailing edge of probe pulse, encounters the gain saturation region from the beginning of its propagation. So, this effect can efficiently compress this part of probe pulse, but in copropagation scheme the gain saturation only affects the probe pulse from the end of its propagation in SOA waveguide. Besides, better probe amplification factor can be achieved in counterpropagation scheme. This arises because the leading edge of probe pulse can propagate in SOA waveguide without sensing the pump pulse. On the other hand in copropagation scheme entire probe pulse shape is affected by the pump pulse since they propagated together.

The output probe pulse shapes with a 4 ps counterpropagating pump with different time delays are shown in Fig. 15. A negative or positive time delay means that the probe pulse is injected to the SOA before and after the pump pulse, respectively. In negative time delay, when the probe pulse is injected completely before the pump pulse, the probe pulse is not distorted and achieves maximum gain. An overlap between the probe pulse and pump pulses in the SOA waveguide results in probe pulse distortion. This is because, the trailing edge of the probe pulse experiences less gain rather than its leading edge, which leads to the compression of the probe pulse. When this overlap increases, the probe pulse distortion increases and larger compression occurs. This phenomenon causes a sharper trailing edge as shown in Fig. 15. For a positive time delay, when the probe signal is injected after the pump pulse, a double peak structure is observed, which is due to the comparable gain experienced by two parts of the double peak pulse. The peak that has experienced larger gain (left peak) has shorter width than the right peak which has experienced less gain. As the time delay increases, pump pulse decreases the gain more and so the leading edge of the probe pulse that made the left peak experience less gain and damp rapidly. Finally, the output probe pulsewidth will return that of the input value provided that the normalized peak power of the leading part is less than 0.5 in comparison with the trailing part.

Fig. 16 shows the output pulsewidth of the probe pulse as a function of the time delay for different pump pulse energies. Both pulse compression and broadening for probe pulse is obtained. These effects are achieved just by changing the time delay between pump and probe pulse injection. The sharp changes in output probe pulsewidth are due to the double peak

![Fig. 13. (a) Detuning frequency effects on output probe peak shift and (b) input pump pulse power effects on output pump pulse peak shift versus SOA length.](image1)

![Fig. 14. Comparison between copulse propagation and counterpulse propagation when both pulses are injected simultaneously. The frequency detuning between the two pulses is $-1.5$ THz. The input probe pulsewidth is 14 ps.](image2)

![Fig. 15. Normalized output probe pulse shapes at different time delays. The frequency detuning between the two pulses is $-1.5$ THz.](image3)
where $E_{in}$ is the input pulse energy, $t_0$ is related to input pulse FWHM by $T_{FWHM} \approx 1.665 t_0$, and $C$ is the chirp parameter.

In subpicosecond regime, for the chirped pulses, the pulse spectrum width becomes comparable to gain spectrum width of the SOA. In the absence of pump pulse, and for the same probe pulsewidth, since the absolute value of the chirp parameter increases, the pulse spectrum becomes wider. So the mutual interaction of the pulse and gain spectrum leads to less broadening effects and consequently lower amplification factor. In this regime, the counterpropagating pump pulse can be used to compress the probe pulse effectively. As the intense pump pulse propagates, the gain behavior of SOA changes so that the pulse compression occurs due to the gain saturation mechanism. The effect of counterpropagating pump pulse on probe pulsewidth for different chirp parameters is shown in Fig. 18. The input probe pulsewidth is 500 fs and its energy is 1 pJ. The pump pulse is unchirped Gaussian and its energy is $E_{sat}/2$. Based on the results, for $-5$ and $-3$ linear chirps, CFP as large as 32% and 15% can be achieved, respectively. These values falls to 5% and -32% in the absence of pump pulse where the positive and negative CFP correspond to the output probe pulse compression and broadening, respectively. It should be noted that the chirp imposed by the SOA on the probe pulse in this case (1 pJ, 500 fs) is negative. Thus, for the probe pulses with negative input chirp, the effect of pulse compression is increased compared with the positive chirp values. Besides, the output probe time-bandwidth (TB) product is always improved compared with its input pulse TB product value as shown in Fig. 19. The input probe TB product for the chirp parameters of $\pm 5$ and $\pm 3$ are 2.24 and 1.4, respectively. With increasing the input pump pulsewidth to 4 ps, these values decrease to 0.58 and 0.63 for corresponding positive C, and similarly to 0.7 and 0.79 for corresponding negative C, respectively. As seen from the Fig. 19, for negatively chirped probe pulses, the pump pulse can significantly compress the probe spectrum width, but for positively chirped pulses the effect of compression in both time and frequency domain is weaker. Fig. 20 shows the amplification factor of the probe pulse corresponding to Fig. 18. The amplification factor of the probe pulse decreases inversely with the pump pulsewidth. This is because of the bigger saturation effects made by the pump pulse. It is shown in Figs. 18–20, we observe that for a given input pump pulsewidth, we have amplified compressed output probe pulse with enhanced TB product.

Based on the results in counterpropagation scheme, spectral changes of probe pulse due to the pump pulse are of great importance.

As shown in Fig. 11, for relatively low-power subpicosecond pulse, the fast process nonlinearities impose mainly a positive chirp on the propagated pulse. Thus, output probe spectrum is shifted to blue side. To investigate the pump pulse effect on probe pulse, the pump energy and pulsewidth are selected so that a meaningful change in probe spectrum occurs. Fig. 21 shows the effects of different counterpropagating pump energies on the probe spectrum. Both pump and probe input pulses are unchirped Gaussian. The unsaturated gain is 30 dB. The 500 fs probe pulse energy is 1 fJ and the pump pulsewidth is 5 ps. As the input pump energy approaches the saturation energy of SOA, its effects on the probe pulse spectrum becomes more ap-

structure described before. A compression factor as large as 2.2 can be achieved for input pump pulse of 8 pJ with a time delay of 6 ps.

In Fig. 17, the amplification factor for the probe pulse is illustrated. It can be seen that the amplification factor and pulse compression are sensitive to input pump pulse energy. This is due to enhanced carrier depletion caused by higher pump pulse energy, which in turn leads to an enhanced gain modulation experienced by the probe.

This model can be easily applied in subpicosecond regime to investigate the effects of pump pulse on probe pulse shape and spectrum. The counterpropagation scheme has unique feature compared with copropagation scheme where the amplified pulses can be analyzed without using any filtering techniques. In subpicosecond copropagation scheme, the output pulses spectrums are mixed so that probe pulse shape can be hardly distinguishable.

The pulse compression effect is studied for several linearly chirped pulses in subpicosecond regime. In the case of linearly chirped Gaussian pulses, the incident complex amplitude can be written as

$$A^\pm(0,t) = (E_{in}/t_0 \sqrt{\pi})^{1/2} \times \exp \left(-\left(1 + iC\right)/2 \times (t/t_0)^2 \right)$$

(19)
In this regime, the SOA gain is modulated by the pump pulse, resulting in imposition of negative chirp on the amplified probe. This effect shifts the output probe spectrum to the red side as shown in Fig. 21. The output probe spectral peak position can also be changed by the pump pulsewidth. Fig. 22 shows that as the pump pulsewidth increases, the effect of saturation mechanism on probe pulse becomes greater. The maximum probe spectral peak shift (PSPS) occurs for the pump pulsewidths around 5 ps. For wider pump pulses, the probe amplification factor decreases, while there is no considerable change in output probe spectral peak position.

Fig. 23 shows the PSPS due to a counterpropagating pump pulse versus the input probe pulsewidth for different detuning frequencies. In this case, for each input probe pulsewidth, the corresponding input pump pulsewidth is taken ten times larger, and pump energy is equal to $E_{\text{sat}}/2$. Based on the results, as the input probe pulsewidth decreases, the effects of pump pulse on probe spectrum become greater. This is because in subpicosecond regime as the probe pulsewidth is shorter than SOA propagation time, the time in which the entire pulse spectrum interacts with SOA medium increases and the propagated pulse spectrum becomes more affected by SOA nonlinearities compared with wider pulses. It should be noted that in the subpicosecond regime, the results are reliable when all fast process nonlinear effects are included in the model. In addition, in this regime, since the input pulse and SOA gain medium spectrum width become comparable, the effect of gain dispersion nonlinearity has a significant effect on the probe pulse. Therefore, relatively high-power pump pulse which modulates the SOA behavior, significantly changes the probe spectrum. Besides, the effect of detuning frequency on PSPS is also illustrated in Fig. 23. Results show that PSPS as large as 0.7 THz can be
achieved for 300 fs probe pulse and -0.5 THz detuning frequency. This value decreases to 0.45 THz and 0.3 THz for 0 and 0.5 THz detuning frequencies, respectively for the same probe pulsewidth.

Fig. 24 shows the output probe spectral compression (OPSC), left axis, and its amplification factor, right axis, versus input probe pulsewidth. Although the effect of pump pulse on probe spectrum in negative detuning frequencies is weaker compared to positive detuning frequencies, better amplification factor for the probe pulse can be achieved in this case as shown in Fig. 24. Besides probe amplification, probe spectrum width is also noticeably compressed in the subpicosecond regime for different detuning frequencies.

IV. Conclusion

An improved and computationally efficient finite-difference time-dependent BPM was developed in this paper. The technique was applied to solve MNLSEs, including a large range of nonlinear effects, to copropagating and counterpropagating pulses in an SOA. We numerically analyzed nondegenerate FWM in short optical pulses and the effects of collision between counterpropagating pulses. Our results showed excellent agreement with copropagation and counterpropagation results reported elsewhere. The effects of intense pump pulse on probe pulse in copropagation and counterpropagation schemes were compared. The effects of counterpropagating pump pulse on subpicosecond probe pulses were also studied. It was shown that in this regime, the pump pulse can effectively compress the probe pulsewidth while the pump pulse can significantly decrease the amplified probe TB product. Furthermore, based on our results, output probe spectrum peak was shifted due to the effects of counterpropagating pump pulses. The value of this shift was controlled by the pump power and pulsewidth. In addition, the probe pulse was amplified and its spectral width was compressed simultaneously.
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